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GUIDE
Evidence is insufficient to meet the standard
Evidence is currently below expectations
Evidence supports the standard
Evidence provides an example of COBIS best practice
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COMPLIANCE OVERVIEW
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Wellington College International School, Bangkok is fully compliant with all of the
standards set forth by The Council of British International Schools that enable it to be a
member of the organisation.
The School is willing to share its areas of best practice with other schools within the
organisation promoting school improvement for the benefit of students worldwide.

1.0 RECRUITMENT

The school has as a priority the recruitment of appropriately
qualified and experienced staff.

STANDARD 1A
The school recruitment process is fair and transparent and ensures that appropriate staff and
volunteers are appointed. This applies to all staff, teaching and nonteaching.

STANDARD 1B
All staff within the school including volunteers, and supply staff meets high standards of child
protection and the safe-guarding of students

2.0 STUDENT WELFARE
The school provides a safe and supportive environment for all
young people
STANDARD 2A
The school provides a pastoral structure that meets the needs of all students and promotes their
personal development

STANDARD 2B
The school has provision for the health and safe supervision of all students to allow them to
flourish in the school environment
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STANDARD 2C
The school ensures that through positive behaviour management students are supported in their
learning and safety

STANDARD 2D
The school ensures that off-site activities are appropriate and safe

3.0 FACILITIES
The school provides a safe and supportive environment for all
young people
STANDARD 3A
Accommodation supports the learning needs of students

STANDARD 3B
The site(s) provides a secure environment for students to enjoy

STANDARD 3C
The fabric of the school provides an effective working environment

STANDARD 3D
Overall facilities meet the needs of all students including those with learning needs or physical
disability

4.0 GOVERNANCE
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The school’s governors/proprietor works to support students and
the work of the school
STANDARD 4A
All governors or proprietor(s) meets all the requirements for staff with access to young people
reinforcing the importance of safe-guarding within the school

STANDARD 4B
Measures are in place for governors/proprietor to either register interests and/or manage
conflicts of interest

STANDARD 4C
There are written procedures/protocols for the remit of the work of governors/proprietor

STANDARD 4D
There is appropriate induction for new governors

STANDARD 4E
Governors or proprietor have a commitment to training or development

STANDARD 4F
The governors or proprietor provide records of meetings, decisions as appropriate and
separately that parents know how to contact the governors/proprietor
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5.0 ETHOS AND VALUES
The school has an evident British ethos and promotes
internationalism
STANDARD 5A
A British ethos is apparent and important to the school such as reference to British values
freedoms and culture as far as it is permissible within the context of the laws of the host country.

STANDARD 5B
The school promotes education for international understanding

STANDARD 5C
The school teaches the majority of subjects through the medium of English

OVERVIEW OF CORE
ACCREDITING
STANDARDS
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7.0 LEARNING AND TEACHING
The school recognises that their core business is teaching and the
quality of this helps define the school. The school celebrates the
learning of students and ensures that it can identify and support
learning both in the classroom and elsewhere.
The school offers a well-balanced curriculum across the junior school that allows all pupils to
excel and prepares them well for the transfer to the senior school when it opens. The curriculum
is based upon a UK model but with added attention given to modern foreign languages and in a
wide range of subjects high quality specialist teaching is offered.
In all cases, lessons are well-planned and well-programmed and take advantage of the full range
of resources available to enhance pupil learning and enjoyment. Teachers adopt a variety of
teaching styles to engage pupils who, for the most part, participate fully and with enthusiasm.
There is a friendly atmosphere in the classrooms, which allows the pupils to be independent
learners who ask challenging questions.
Marking is up to date and in many subjects contains some useful feedback and targets for pupils
to follow. Many examples were seen of effective self-assessment, peer assessment and teacher
feedback and in the very best cases these were interlinked to provide maximum assistance to
the pupil. The school is investigating strategies to extend this across all subjects.
The pupils are well-behaved, polite and well mannered. They approach their studies with
interest, although in some cases teachers would do well to focus more on cases of low level
distraction. They use the English language to communicate accurately and effectively with one
another despite Thai being the home language of most.

8.0 LEADERSHIP IN THE SCHOOL
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Schools are successful because of the high quality of leadership
at different levels throughout the organisation which supports
students.
The school has a pastoral system that is based on the class teacher and the heads of school.
This system also gives the opportunity to use a vertical pastoral system and thereby enhance
cooperation between students. The school monitors the pupils’ pastoral progress carefully and
prepares them for the move to the next phase of education.
The PSHE system is central to the pupils’ well-being and is taught both in discrete lessons as
well as across the curriculum with the Wellington Profile being a key element of the system. The
school adapts this profile to give a more international flavour to the curriculum offer.
The school uses baseline testing to ensure that pupils can access the curriculum and monitors
pupils’ progress effectively at key points during the year to ensure progress is being made. The
provision for those students with learning support is highly successful thanks to the valuable
interventions provided by teachers and learning support assistants. The school is keen to
explore how to maintain these high standards as it grows.
The school’s leadership team provides effective management for the day to day running of the
school which is carried out efficiently and calmly. This helps foster the happy atmosphere in the
school. The leadership team, the governing board and the proprietor share a common vision for
the long term development of the school, which includes not only curriculum planning but
attention to different learning styles and approaches. The school is investigating ways in which
this leadership style can be adapted to mid-term planning and to the middle management
structure that will be required for a bigger school without losing the family atmosphere it currently
enjoys.

9.0 COMMUNICATION
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The school communicates effectively with parents to keep them
informed and to support the progress of their child.
The school provides numerous ways to keep in touch with the parents. The Wellington Weekly,
supplemented by a system of parent class and house representatives, keeps the parents up to
date with the day-to-day running of the school. There are also regular written reports and parent
consultation evenings, which allow the parents to monitor their child’s progress. The school also
runs a series of workshops to inform parents of developments in the curriculum and pastoral
matters. The parents spoke enthusiastically about all of these and said that they felt welcome in
the school.
Parents were most appreciative of the two-way dialogue between home and school and felt this
was key to providing quick solutions to any potential problems. They spoke highly of the visibility
of staff, the leadership team and the governing body and said that they could all be contacted
quickly if need be, although the overwhelming majority felt this would not be necessary as they
had an extremely high level of satisfaction with the school.

10.0 EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
AND COMMUNITY LIFE
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The school values a wide range of clubs, activities, charitable and
community projects which exemplify the all-round education the
school provides.
There is a wide range of enrichment provision available to all pupils in the school. The activities
cover areas such as sport, music, cookery and orienteering. These allow pupils to extend their
academic knowledge gained in class and hone their skills in particular areas, thereby supporting
the school’s aim of producing rounded individuals with multiple interests. This is supplemented
by the Wellington Extra paid-for provision that takes place after school and offers additional
activities to those who require this. Most pupils were observed to approach these activities with
enjoyment. The school is keen to weave the enrichment provision into the main school day to
increase its importance and is aware that as the school grows, it must monitor staffing provision
to maintain the quality of the activities provided.
The school also encourages pupil participation in the community. Despite the fact that it has only
been open for slightly over two terms, the school has participated in many sporting activities in
the greater Bangkok area. Numerous charities are supported by the school and both parents and
students spoke enthusiastically about the possibilities that the school offered them to become
involved in the local community and help those who are less fortunate than themselves.
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